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Disruptive global forces

These forces impact businesses everywhere, changing the nature of 
work and the nature of workplaces:

 Globalisation 

 Rapid technological change

 Ageing population

 Growing urbanisation

 Rapid growth of emerging economies1
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Global risks

 Economic risks, e.g. rising income and wealth disparity

 Environmental risks, e.g. changing climate

 Geopolitical risks, e.g. failure of regional or global governance

 Societal risks, e.g. social instability

 Technological risks, e.g. rising cyber dependency2
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Changing nature of work and workplaces

 Key forces shaping the future workforce: globalisation, automation & 
collaboration3

 Digital technology and globalisation are dissolving boundaries around 
individuals, organisations and countries4

 Traditional business models being disrupted4, 5

 Peer-to-peer (P2P) and ‘sharing’ economies on the rise4, 5

 Small business reinvention5
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Entrepreneurship: the numbers

 Currently, nearly three in ten workers worldwide are self-employed6

 In Australia, 3.7 million people are freelancing (30% of the total 
workforce)5

 In America, 53 million people are freelancing (34% of the total workforce)5

 Entrepreneurs will increase with future workers selling skills and 
knowledge to multiple employers4, 5

Start-ups in Public Health

#WCPH2017
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Systemic factors of consulting

Drivers

 Redundancy7

 Long hours and overtime – may as well be paid! 8

 Unhappy with day to day work and lack of control9

Enablers

 Enabled and empowered by digital infrastructure

Barriers

 Finding work and income instability

#WCPH2017

Personal and socio-cultural factors of 
consulting
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Who are public health consultants?

Marketing
Communications

Social Media

Writing

Research, data, 
program reviews and 

evaluation

Training/technical 
assistance

Community and 
stakeholder 

engagement
Consultations

Planning

Business focus:

Management 
strategy
Change 

management

Strategic planning
Program planning

Policy planning and 
advice

Generalists

Case studies:
Networking groups for public health 

consultants
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Professional networking group benefits

 Social connection 

 Collaboration

 Job posts/referrals

 Sharing of templates/examples

 Troubleshooting

 Celebrating success

 Ongoing discussion posts

#WCPH2017

Case studies: Cooperation over competition

Feature Australian group American group

Established February 2016 September 2014

Members 35 36

Platform Facebook – Private/Secret Facebook – Private/Secret

Membership 

requirements

• Self-employed, established

consultant in broad field of 

public health

• Domestic

• Self-employed, established

consultant in broad field of 

public health

• Domestic or international

Cost • Free to join

• Facilitated pro-bono

• Free to join

• Facilitated pro-bono
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Advice for aspiring consultants

 Learn business basics, or surround yourself with people who can help 
you (e.g. accountant, lawyer, business advisor)

 Be clear on your core business

 Integrity and professional credibility are essential in a small field so 
always put your best foot forward

 Keep networked and avoid isolation

 Don’t deny yourself ongoing professional development
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Advice for the public health field

 Create a sustainable workforce by building entrepreneurial capacity 

 Future proof careers by building ‘must have’ skills such as problem solving, 
critical analysis, ability to work across cultures and disciplines, resilience

 Offer entrepreneurial career options and structures at university:

 Strengthen ties between public health and business schools

 Give student skills to operate as a contractor, e.g. Deakin University’s Freelancing 
Hub

 Respect consulting as a career choice

 Consider hiring consultants: they provide specialist and difficult-to-find skills

#WCPH2017
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Contact details

 Australian Public Health Consultants Network 

Rebecca Zosel, Co-Founder: rebeccazosel@gmail.com

Kristy Schirmer, Co-Founder: Kristy@zockmelon.com.au

Subscribe to quarterly e-newsletter: http://eepurl.com/cB4usX

 USA Public Health/Social Science Consultants 

Leah Roman, Founder: leah@romanphconsulting.com
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